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The Goucher Commons 
Curriculum

Goucher expects all of its students 
to pursue a common set of learning 
experiences. Students have great freedom 
to determine and follow their own interests. 
In this pursuit, students enter into a space 
of inquiry—the Goucher Commons, our 
new curriculum—with other students and 
the faculty. Ultimately, students will gain 
an integrative learning experience and 
develop proficiency in areas that will make 
them ready for the jobs of the future. 
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DATA ANALYTICS
Students must take a two-course sequence. Courses 
will depend on a student’s major. Transfer students who 
have already completed an approved course in statistics 
or an approved calculus course will have fulfilled the first 
foundation course.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Transfer students are required to complete 4-10 credits  
(1-3 courses) of a foreign language. Placement will be 
determined upon completion of a language placement  
test prior to registering for courses.

RACE, POWER, AND PERSPECTIVE
The Race, Power, and Perspective requirement 
integrates Goucher’s values of diversity, social justice, 
and global citizenship by asking students not only 
to recognize differences but to explore the power 
structures behind those differences. Transfer students 
who have already completed an approved course  
that explores different cultures and races are  
exempt from this requirement. ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

Students must demonstrate knowledge of ecological, 
policy, social, cultural, and/or historical dimensions of 
the human relationship to the environment. Transfer 
students who have already completed an approved 
course in environmental studies are exempt from this 
requirement. Students may also satisfy this requirement 
by completing an approved non-credit interdependent 
project or internship.

CENTER PAIR EXPLORATION
Goucher’s model for teaching and learning revolves 
around 12 academic centers. Centers are responsible 
for creating courses that allow students a path of 
exploration. Students can choose among courses that 
enable them to study specific ideas, values, or problems 
using different methods and approaches.

Students transferring to Goucher with 45 or more 
transfer credits need only complete one of the Center 
Pair Exploration (CPE) courses outside the Center Pair 
of their major. Students transferring to Goucher with 
30-44 transfer credits need only complete two of the 
CPE courses outside the Center Pair of their major. The 
registrar will indicate on the student’s transfer course 
evaluation which CPE pairings they should take.

COLLEGE WRITING PROFICIENCY 
College Writing Proficiency (CWP) is a requirement for 
graduation from Goucher College. The achievement of  
CWP signifies that students can craft a sophisticated 
argument, conduct modern scholarly research, and write 
clearly and succinctly. 

Transfer students who have taken a college writing 
course and would like to modify their writing sequence 
may submit a portfolio of academic writing. The 
portfolios should be submitted to the director of the 
writing program during the summer, before students 
attend Goucher.   

STUDY ABROAD
Students are required to study abroad for a semester 
or a three-week Intensive Course Abroad (ICA) before 
graduating. All transfer students who have studied 
abroad for a minimum of three weeks and earned at 
least three credits approved by Goucher will have 
satisfied the study abroad requirement upon enrollment.
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